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ODDIT REPORT PREVIEW



We pack a ton of conversion insights into our reports so you can 
generate more revenue from your traffic.

● Full review of all conversion pages purchased.
● Full review of navigation, cart, and overall brand feedback.
● Before and After design mockups of core cross-sections.
● Recommendations prioritized based on level of effort required.
● 100+ recommendations on average.

WHAT DO YOU GET IN AN ODDIT?WHAT’S IN AN ODDIT REPORT?



We’re trusted by the most powerful direct-to-consumer brands in the world.



Recommendations in our reports  are broken into 3 categories 
so you can better prioritize the changes.

Quick Wins
Low Effort

Easy to implement with minimal 
time and cost. Things like 

copywriting changes or simple 
CSS edits that don’t require 

strategy or heavy development 
work. 

Small Hurdles
Medium Effort

Most teams can tackle in an 
afternoon. These are things 

such as additional 
cross-sections, navigation 

changes or added functionality 
in existing cross-sections

Major Moves
High Effort

Disruptive changes that should 
only be executed once they’ve 

been considered as part of your 
roadmap. These are things like 

additional pages, page 
overhauls, or large element 

additions such as a quiz.

Easy to Implement Hard to Implement

ODDIT BREAKDOWN



Regardless of effort and cost, some pieces of analysis are 
additionally labelled as      Red Alert. These items should be 
reviewed and dealt with as soon as possible as they are 
having a large impact on your conversion rate.

ODDIT BREAKDOWN



This sample is only a glimpse behind the 
curtain. It’s meant to show the type and style of 
suggestions you will receive. 

Oddit Reports provide dozens of pages full of 
dense, meaningful suggestions.

WHAT DOES THE REPORT ACTUALLY LOOK LIKE?



ODDIT 
UPDATE

Wine Pack Product Cards
Give users a clear hierarchy 
that’s easy to follow, and even 
easier to click!

Suggestion 1: Pair your product title with the 
description so they feel connected (move product 
title down).

Suggestion 2: Bump the arrows up to be centered on 
your image.

Suggestion 3: Add any tags (Most Popular) to the 
top, not the button).

Suggestion 4: Make your variants feel more like 
selectors by fully enclosing them.

Suggestion 5:  Make your add to cart button pop! 
(and make sure it says ‘add to cart”...).

Suggestion 6: Add the price/bottle below each option 
to give more context on the savings associated with 
each.

Suggestion 7: Be consistent with your language. List 
them all as grape varietals, or all as a color for 
instance (Orange, white, rose). The wine type/color is 
easier to scan/understand, so that would be our 
suggestion.

RECOMMENDATION

HERE’S YOUR EXISTING 

CROSS-SECTION

CURRENT

A PAGE FROM A REAL ODDIT



CURRENT

Wine Pack Product Cards
Give users a clear hierarchy 
that’s easy to follow, and even 
easier to click!

Suggestion 1: Pair your product title with the 
description so they feel connected (move product 
title down).

Suggestion 2: Bump the arrows up to be centered on 
your image.

Suggestion 3: Add any tags (Most Popular) to the 
top, not the button).

Suggestion 4: Make your variants feel more like 
selectors by fully enclosing them.

Suggestion 5:  Make your add to cart button pop! 
(and make sure it says ‘add to cart”...).

Suggestion 6: Add the price/bottle below each option 
to give more context on the savings associated with 
each.

Suggestion 7: Be consistent with your language. List 
them all as grape varietals, or all as a color for 
instance (Orange, white, rose). The wine type/color is 
easier to scan/understand, so that would be our 
suggestion.

RECOMMENDATION
UNDERSTANDING YOUR ODDIT

ODDIT 
UPDATE

HERE’S OUR CONVERSION 

OPTIMIZED, FULLY-DESIGNED, 

UPDATED VERSION

A PAGE FROM A REAL ODDIT



CURRENT

Suggestion 1: Pair your product title with the 
description so they feel connected (move product 
title down).

Suggestion 2: Bump the arrows up to be centered on 
your image.

Suggestion 3: Add any tags (Most Popular) to the 
top, not the button).

Suggestion 4: Make your variants feel more like 
selectors by fully enclosing them.

Suggestion 5:  Make your add to cart button pop! 
(and make sure it says ‘add to cart”...).

Suggestion 6: Add the price/bottle below each option 
to give more context on the savings associated with 
each.

Suggestion 7: Be consistent with your language. List 
them all as grape varietals, or all as a color for 
instance (Orange, white, rose). The wine type/color is 
easier to scan/understand, so that would be our 
suggestion.

RECOMMENDATION
UNDERSTANDING YOUR ODDIT

ODDIT 
UPDATE

THIS ICON TELLS YOU HOW HARD A PIECE OF 

FEEDBACK IS TO IMPLEMENT. FOR EXAMPLE, I’M 

A ‘SMALL HURDLE’ OR ‘MEDIUM EFFORT’ 

RECOMMENDATION.

Wine Pack Product Cards
Give users a clear hierarchy 
that’s easy to follow, and even 
easier to click!

A PAGE FROM A REAL ODDIT



Wine Pack Product Cards
Give users a clear hierarchy 
that’s easy to follow, and even 
easier to click!

CURRENT

UNDERSTANDING YOUR ODDIT

ODDIT 
UPDATE

HERE IS THE ‘WHAT’ AND ‘WHY’ OF OUR 

RECOMMENDATION FOR EACH CROSS-SECTION.

THESE BLOCKS ARE ALSO COLOR-CODED TO 

MATCH THEIR EASE-OF-IMPLEMENTATION 

COLOR

Suggestion 1: Pair your product title with the 
description so they feel connected (move product 
title down).

Suggestion 2: Bump the arrows up to be centered on 
your image.

Suggestion 3: Add any tags (Most Popular) to the 
top, not the button).

Suggestion 4: Make your variants feel more like 
selectors by fully enclosing them.

Suggestion 5:  Make your add to cart button pop! 
(and make sure it says ‘add to cart”...).

Suggestion 6: Add the price/bottle below each option 
to give more context on the savings associated with 
each.

Suggestion 7: Be consistent with your language. List 
them all as grape varietals, or all as a color for 
instance (Orange, white, rose). The wine type/color is 
easier to scan/understand, so that would be our 
suggestion.

RECOMMENDATION
A PAGE FROM A REAL ODDIT



We live and breathe DTC, but sometimes 
you get so close to your product or brand 
that you miss opportunities. Working with 
Oddit has been an absolute game changer 
– their insights constantly blow me away.

NIK SHARMA
CEO, SHARMA BRANDS

WE WORK WIT
H COMPANIES

 AND 

AGENCIES TH
AT BUILD BR

ANDS 

AND HELP TH
EM GROW

BUT DOES IT WORK?



I’ll admit it, I was a bit skeptical at what the 
final audit would be for our brand from 
@itsOddit and it’s safe to say that I am very 
satisfied by the results. Beautiful report 
with actionable items that I can easily have 
my team implement. Thanks guys!

MAXX BLANK
CO-FOUNDER, TRIPLE WHALE

WE WORK WITH STARTUPS TO ENSURE A PROPER CONVERSION FOUNDATION IS IN PLACE RIGHT FROM LAUNCH.



Sometimes you miss the little stuff when 
you work on your own product for so long. 
Oddit helped identify small tweaks to our 
experience that when added up, can really 
help our conversion.

LISA BARNETT
CO-FOUNDER, LITTLE SPOON

AND OF COURSE, WE WORK WITH SEASONED DTC BRANDS LOOKING TO CONTINUOUSLY OPTIMIZE 
THEIR CONVERSION



This turned us first order profitable. It’s 
incredible. Our conversion rate has 
skyrocketed to upwards of 6.5% from 4%. Our 
CPAs are down nearly 25% without any 
changes to our creative or anything.

Especially in time for BFCM, this has been a big 
turning point in our business.

RC WILLIAMS
FOUNDER, REJUVIA



Oddit is the best in the business when it 
comes to CRO and Site Speed. They 
increased our CVR nearly 50% with their 
Essential Oddit and also increased our site 
speed by nearly 2x with their site speed 
work. Game changing for our business's 
bottom line!

BENJAMIN SMITH
FOUNDER, DISCO



We guarantee your Oddit will provide value. If you don't agree, let us know and we'll give you a 100% refund, no questions asked.

COMMON QUESTIONS Does Oddit  help implement the suggestions?
While we do not implement the recommendations from our our 
Oddit preferred Shopify agency – they’ve helped bring 
countless Oddit recommendations to life for our customers.

How long will it take to receive my Oddit?
Our typical turnaround time is 2-3 weeks from the time the 
onboarding questionnaire is submitted. We're real people, 
giving real feedback so it takes us a bit of time to make sure 
we're providing the most value to you as possible.

What happens once I purchase?
Once you complete your purchase, you’ll receive a simple 
onboarding form to help us understand any planned changes, 
specific concerns, and other details to ensure you're getting 
the most value out of your Oddits.



Oddit Reports
$1450 to $3450 USD

A personalized roadmap for DTC 
websites, outlining 100+ 
recommendations & design 
mockups  intended to increase 
conversion, LTV, AOV, and overall 
brand trust. Each report is catered 
to the URL provided in checkout.

PRODUCT STA
T

MOST RECENT
 SHIPPED OD

DIT 

REPORT WAS 
IMPLEMENTED

 WITHIN 

2 WEEKS AND
 INCREASED 

SITE 

CONVERSION 
BY 2.5x

Oddit Insiders
Monthly Fee TBD

Access to the Oddit paid community 
via private Discord.

Both Free and Paid Memberships 
will be available.

Oddit Speed
$1950 USD

A fully tested and implemented DTC 
website speed optimization to give 
you a quicker UX, better Google 
Rankings, decreased bounce rate, 
and increased conversion.

PRODUCT STATAVERAGE ODDIT SPEED INCREASES CLIENT SITE SPEED ON BOTH MOBILE AND DESKTOP BY 50%

ALL ODDIT PRODUCTS COME WITH 
A 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE, NO QUESTIONS ASKED

COMING SOON

OUR PRODUCTS


